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ABSTRACT

Israel is still holding to its traditional security maxim. Based on a perception of a hostile region, Israel’s response includes early warning, deterrence and swift – including pre-emptive – military action, coupled with an alliance with a global power, the US. Israel is adjusting these maxims to a changing reality. Overlapping interests – and perhaps the prospect of an even more open conflict with Iran – led to limited relationships between Israel and some Gulf states. These, however, will be constrained until Israel makes progress on the Palestine issue. Israel aligned with Greece and Cyprus around energy and security, which may lead to conflict with Turkey. Russia’s deployment in Syria placed new constraints on Israeli freedom of action there. The US’s retrenchment from the Middle East is not having a direct effect on Israel, while the Trump administration’s support for Israel’s territorial designs in the West Bank may make it easier for Israel to permanently expand there, thus sowing the seeds for future instability in Israel/Palestine. The EU could try and balance against such developments, but, as seen from Israel, is too divided to have a significant impact.
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Structural Shifts and Regional Security: A View from Israel

by Ehud Eiran*

1. Introduction: Israel’s traditional security maxims

Israel is arguably the most powerful state in the Middle East militarily. At the heart of its concept of national security is the perception that the region as a whole rejects Israel’s legitimacy and that only military might can protect against these threats. Peace accords, such as the ones Israel has with its former foes Egypt and Jordan, are understood to have been achieved and secured by Israeli deterrence. Israel’s long-term hope is that constant Arab failure to breach the “Iron Wall” will lead to a fundamental change in the Arab world which will allow true acceptance of a largely Jewish state in the Middle East. Israel sees its general strategy as defensive and intended to provide security, deter its foes and delay confrontation. Therefore, the changes that have occurred in Israeli strategy over the years – including the ones analysed in this paper – usually reflect a response to global and regional changes, rather than a new agenda developed internally.

In achieving the defensive/responsive strategic goal, Israel professed to adopt an offensive military approach. Historically, the offensive proclivity was a result of the country’s natural constraints: small territory and limited manpower. Under these conditions, military operations should be short (as much of the military force is

---


2 These ideas were articulated in a 1923 piece by the founding father of Zionism’s right wing, Ze’ev Jabotinsky, but were adopted by his foe and the founding father of Israel, David Ben Gurion. They continue to guide Israeli thinking on the matter. Vladimir Jabotinsky, “The Iron Wall”, in *The Jewish Herald*, 26 November 1937 (first published in *Rassviet*, 4 November 1923), http://en.jabotinsky.org/archive/search-archive/item/?itemId=158379.
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based on reservists) and conducted on enemy territory. Supported by an effective early warning system, this approach was translated to a preference for taking the initiative, including pre-emptive strikes.\(^4\) Another traditional pillar of Israel’s strategy (and indeed, of the Zionist movement before it) is the securing of an alliance with a great power. Since the late 1960s the United States has been Israel’s ally. Though these maxims remain in force, recent changes in the international, regional and internal arenas are leading to some adjustments in Israeli foreign and security strategy.

Despite Israel’s strength it has by and large refrained from participating in any significant effort to shape the region’s security architecture. This was, at least to some extent, the result of the fact that many of the regional alliances and political arrangements were actually directed against it.\(^5\) Alliances that were directed at other parties – such as the 1955 Baghdad Pact, an uneasy anti-Soviet alliance between Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, Turkey and the United Kingdom (UK)\(^6\) – deliberately shunned Israel.\(^7\) For a long time, keeping Israel at arm’s length from any regional alliance was also the approach followed by the United States (US). During the 1991 Gulf war against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, the George H.W. Bush administration deliberately kept Israel out of the international coalition it assembled to reverse Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait.\(^8\) The US also made sure that Israel did not fall under the area of operations of its US Central Command Middle East (CENTCOM), since the organisation is entrusted with developing and directing coalitional operation with regional allies. Israel, on its part, avoided joining regional security initiatives that it deemed contrary to its security interests, such as the establishment of a Middle East nuclear weapons free zone.\(^9\) Israel’s “otherness” in the region is arguably part of the explanation. A mostly Jewish state, embedded within a large Arab and Muslim space and deemed by many in the region a colonial implant that should be removed, Israel had long struggled with regional isolation and military threats.

Regional alliances were not part of Israel’s foundational security maxims. In the rare cases when Israel did create some long-standing “quasi-alliances” with regional actors – such as the close relationship with Iran and Turkey in the late 1950s (the periphery doctrine) – relationships were mostly clandestine and limited in nature.\(^10\)

---


\(^6\) The alliance floundered after the 1958 revolution in Iraq and formally folded after the 1979 revolution in Iran.


\(^8\) The US tried to keep Israel away from any participation in the alliance with Arab states against Iraq. Aware of this, Iraq tried to provoke Israel by shelling it with ballistic missiles. The Iraqis were hoping that an Israeli response would force Washington’s Arab allies to leave the anti-Iraqi coalition.


Even at its peak, however, the doctrine was not a central pillar of Israeli strategy.

2. Israel in a changing regional reality: immediate threats and responses

2.1 Traditional threats are gone

Although Israel still holds to its basic security maxims, the conditions in the region have changed. First, the traditional threat from neighbouring states was replaced by concerns about Iran, Hezbollah and Hamas. Until the late 1980s, Israel’s immediate neighbours – Egypt, Syria and Jordan – were perceived to pose the most significant threat, supported by the “second circle” Arab nations, such as Iraq and Libya. Starting in the late 1970s, major neighbouring Arab states began to abandon their hostility. First Egypt (1979) and then Jordan (1994) signed a peace accord with Israel. Syria, Lebanon and Israel were engaged in (fruitless) peace talks during the 1990s and 2000s. The US invasion of Iraq in 2003 removed the latter as a threat, and the collapse of the Syrian state in the civil war solidified Israel’s sense that conventional threats posed by neighbouring states are largely gone.

2.2 Current threats and responses: Iran, Hezbollah and the Palestinians

With the state threat largely gone, Israel – as reflected in public discourse and leadership statements – has come to view Iran and Hezbollah, the Shiite Lebanese armed group that Iran helped create and sustain after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, as the main threats. The Iranian threat is a sub-category of the broader Israeli fear that a regional actor will acquire a nuclear weapon. With the shadow of the holocaust, many Israelis (though probably not the security elite) believe that once Iran has the bomb, it will use it against them. Others fear a cascading effect that will destabilise the region, by pushing such actors as Saudi Arabia, Turkey or Egypt to seek nuclear weapons. A third concern is that a nuclear-armed Iran and its allies, such as Hezbollah, will be emboldened to challenge Israel. Beyond the bomb, Israel does not want Iran to gain a foothold close to its borders, particularly in Syria, where Israel and Iran have engaged in multiple military exchanges, both

---

11 Over the years, numerous Arab states that do not share a border with Israel, such as Iraq, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Algeria and Kuwait have deployed elements of their armed forces to support combat operations against Israel.
13 Hence the “Begin Doctrine” which led to Israeli attack on reactors in Iraq (1981) and Syria (2007).
14 In a 2012 poll, 61 per cent of Israelis believed that if Iran acquires a nuclear weapon it will use it against Israel, and 77 per cent believed that Iran is an existential threat to Israel. Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs (JCPA), “Poll: 77 Percent of Israelis See Iran Nukes as Existential Threat”, in Jerusalem Issue Briefs, Vol. 12, No. 4 (27 March 2012), https://jcpa.org/?p=50624.
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directly and involving Iran’s proxies in both Syria and Lebanon. This latter concern
ties back to the fear that Iran will acquire nuclear capability. Seen from Israel, such
capability would increase Iran’s regional influence and power, and could limit that
of Israel and its global and regional partners.

Israel encouraged the US to withdraw, in May 2018, from the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA), the nuclear deal signed in July 2015 by Iran, the US and a
group of other powers (China, France, Germany, Russia, the UK and the European
Union). Israel also continued with a clandestine effort to curb the Iranian nuclear
project, such as the 2018 operation to bring to Israel the archive of the Islamic
Republic’s nuclear programme. For now, Israeli efforts have not achieved the
desired results of curbing Iran’s nuclear activities to a greater extent than the
JCPOA had foreseen. Teheran is slowly relaunching parts of its nuclear programme
and may thus gradually move closer to acquiring nuclear weapons capability.

Israel is further trying to curtail Iran’s regional influence, especially in Syria,
Lebanon and Iraq. Israel’s response, including military actions, has escalated over
time. Initially, Israel conducted attacks against Iranian agents and proxies only in
Syria, and kept them secret. By 2019, however, Israeli leaders began talking openly
about its activities, made assertive public statements and expanded the reach of
Israeli military operations to Lebanon and Iraq. Iran’s decision to restart nuclear
activities suspended under the JCPOA following the US withdrawal from the
agreement, alongside Israel’s willingness to forcefully confront Iran in the region,
suggests further instability may soon come about, including possibly a more open
Israel–Iranian clash. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu stated in December
2019 that “Iran’s aggression is growing, but its empire is tottering. And I say let’s
make it totter even further”. Later that month, Israel might have been involved in a
cyber-attack on Iranian financial institutions. The severity of the tension will be

17 A March 2020 report by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) revealed that Teheran has by now a stockpile of over 1,000 kg of uranium, which would bring it closer to developing a nuclear
weapon. Iran is also refusing access to international inspectors to some sites that are suspected of
being part of the nuclear programme. See IAEA, Verification and Monitoring in the Islamic Republic
www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/20/03/gov2020-5.pdf; Nicole Jawerth, “IAEA Director General Calls
ode/node/81079.
18 Or Heller, “IDF MID Recommends Increased Attacks Against Iran in Syria”, in Israel Defense, 15
19 US Department of State, Secretary Michael R. Pompeo and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu Before Their Meeting, 4 December 2019, https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-
20 Farnaz Fassihi and Ronen Bergman, “Iran Says It Was Hit with ‘Very Big’ Cyberattack”, in The New
21 “Iran’s Banks Were Hacked, Minister Admits, But Experts Doubt His Claimed Culprit”, in The Times
of Israel, 11 December 2019, https://www.timesofisrael.com/irans-banks-were-hacked-minister-
admits-but-experts-doubt-his-claimed-culprit.
affected, to some extent, by internal Israeli political developments. In particular, it will depend on the space that is allotted to the issue by Prime Minister Netanyahu, who made it a central part of his claim for internal legitimacy. If he vacates the political stage, following his legal complications (or for any other reasons), there is a greater chance that Israeli leaders will at least make less of a public effort to keep the tension with Iran on the agenda. The coronavirus crisis may also mitigate the risk of such a clash, as both parties are focusing their attention on the internal public health challenge. Moreover, Israel has made clear over the years that its conflict is with the regime, not the Iranian people, and so it is likely to avoid public messages and acts that might be interpreted as threatening the public in Iran in its moment of crisis.

Hezbollah is seen by Israel as a threat very much related to the Iran one. While the organisation supported the regime of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria, it also continued its build-up of capabilities against Israel. While Israeli security leadership assumes that Hezbollah has no plans for a confrontation with Israel in the short term, it is taking measures to limit the group’s capabilities by attacking weapons supplies, mostly in Syria, and by buttressing defences on its northern borders.\textsuperscript{22}

The second major challenge facing Israel is the Palestinian issue. Israel controls the West Bank, although it shares power over parts of it with the Palestinian Authority (PA). The two cooperate, to some extent, on security matters. The Gaza Strip, by contrast, is controlled by Hamas, an Islamist armed group that emerged in the 1980s and takes a much harder line towards Israel, clashing militarily with it a number of times over the last 12 years (2008–09, 2012, 2014). Many Israelis see the Palestinian goal – both the public’s goal and that of its political elite – as intending to destroy Israel, while others understand it to be directed against the Israeli occupation in the West Bank and its control of the Gaza Strip.

Israel’s current strategy towards the Palestinians is to move slowly towards the incorporation of portions of the West Bank into Israel proper while keeping Palestinian armed groups, most notably Hamas, at bay. The internal split in the Palestinian national movement between Hamas and the PA, which is controlled by the secular nationalist Fatah party, makes the task easier. Israel’s relations with the PA are fraught with tensions. Israeli officials blame the PA, on occasion, for incitement to violence against Israeli settlers.\textsuperscript{23} Conversely, the PA criticises Israel for settlement expansion and other actions. Israel is also concerned by some of the efforts the PA is mounting against it in the international arena, such as a possible


investigation by the International Criminal Court of Israeli actions in the West Bank.\textsuperscript{24} It remains to be seen if Israel will indeed move forward with these plans, as the government coalition Prime Minister Netanyahu’s is negotiating for at the time of writing will probably include the more moderate Blue and White party.

The European Union has tried to balance against Israel’s designs on the West Bank, remaining steadfast in its support for a two-state framework and the illegality of Israeli settlements, refusing to endorse the Trump administration’s policies vis-à-vis Israel and the Palestinians. Meanwhile, the EU has continued to pursue other initiatives, and in line with its differentiation policy, has sought to ensure that EU states and institutions as well as Israel abide by EU rules and regulations, including the exclusion of Israeli settlements and goods produced in settlements from the EU–Israel Association Agreement and preferential tax treatments allotted to Israeli goods imported to the EU. This has entailed EU efforts to enforce stricter labelling of products made in Israeli settlements and the inclusion of differentiation clauses that exclude the Palestinian territories from the remit of EU-Israel bilateral agreements.\textsuperscript{25} Being mostly legal and institutional in nature, these steps have had no noticeable effect on Israeli policy, however. Either way, seen from Israel, the EU is occupied with its own internal challenges, and its diplomatic power projection was weakening even before the coronavirus crisis.

The Palestinian question is tied to regional power questions. The confrontation with Iran has opened previously non-existent avenues for engaging Arab states that also see Iran as a threat to their interests, especially Saudi Arabia. However, there it is uncertain whether the Palestinian issue could be overshadowed by this broader geopolitical logic as Arabs states do not want to be seen as too close to Israel unless the Palestine issue is settled.

3. Israel and major structural regional security issues

Israel’s approach to the region is further driven by larger structural issues: US retrenchment, Russia’s newish involvement or “return” to the Middle East, the Sunni–Shia competition and the significance of energy resources in the Eastern Mediterranean.

\textsuperscript{24} The ICC investigation is also expected to include a review of Hamas’ attacks on Israeli civilians.

3.1 American retrenchment

Since the late 1960s, Israel and the United States have been close allies.26 Even though no formal treaty of alliance has been signed between the two, there are dozens of agreements27 that have formalised significant aspects of the relationship, such as Memorandums of Understanding signed in 1975, 1981 and 2016. Since 1988 Israel has been designated by the US as a major non-NATO ally.31 The US offers diplomatic support for Israel in many international fora and provides security assistance in the form of funds and weapons.32 The 2016 MoU ensured generous support of 3.8 billion US dollars for a decade.33

Starting with the Barack Obama administration, however, the United States has signalled its intention to decrease its involvement in the Middle East. This approach reflects weariness in Washington regarding long and unsuccessful military engagements in the region, particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq. Declines in reliance on energy sources from the Middle East, and the diminished perception of a terrorist threat, as well as the rise of China and President Donald Trump’s isolationist instincts, have further contributed to the attempt to limit exposure and refocus away from the region. Despite this aspiration, however, for now the US is still very much involved. It supports its Arab allies, mostly in the Gulf, and maintains bases in the region. There are some 60,000 troops in the region as of early 2020.34 Washington’s prior commitments to its allies, new security risks that have emerged over time (such as the Islamic State) and maybe path dependency all mean that the US has not disengaged and may well not disengage any time soon.

33 White House, Fact Sheet: Memorandum of Understanding Reached with Israel, cit.
For the time being, any signalling of US retrenchment has had only marginal effect on Israel. There was some concern about shifting US policies during the Obama era, as the then US president was critical of Israeli settlement activity, while his Secretary of State John Kerry was trying to mediate a deal between Israel and the Palestinians. Jerusalem was further concerned that the 2015 JCPOA deal with Iran reflected American naivety and would strengthen Tehran in the region. President Trump, on the other hand, offered public support to a number of Israeli positions about territorial questions that were generally unacceptable to the international community. In December 2017, the US recognised Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, and moved its embassy there in May 2018. In March 2019, Washington recognised Israel’s sovereignty over the Golan Heights, a region Israel occupied from Syria in 1967. The US further changed its position regarding Israeli settlements in the West Bank by stating that they were “not per se illegal under international law”. Finally, in January 2020, the US offered a blueprint to resolve the Arab–Israeli conflict, called a “vision for peace” (or in its popular name: the deal of the century) under which Israel will retain some 30 per cent of the occupied West Bank, including all of its settlements.

US support for Israeli territorial expansion is expected to lead to a change in Israeli designs for the West Bank. Israel holds this occupied region under a separate temporary military regime. Although most of Israel’s right-wing parties and many of their supporters wanted to extend Israeli sovereignty there, the political leadership was concerned over the years that this blatant breach of international norms would lead the international community to penalise it. Moreover, Israel’s centre-left parties and many of their supporters oppose the move. However, the dramatic change in the US position has made it easier for a right-wing Israeli government to proceed with annexing parts of the West Bank to Israel. Such a move will not be imminent. In the immediate aftermath of the presentation of the US peace plan, close aides to President Trump, such as Jared Kushner, urged Israel not to move forward with annexation. Prime Minister Netanyahu suggested in early

---

2020 that Israel would annex the Jordan Valley, while the then Minister of Defence, Naftali Bennett, has been proposing for a few years now that Israel should annex about 60 per cent of the West Bank (equivalent to the so-called “Area C” designated by the Oslo Accords).

US support for Israeli territorial designs holds the seeds of future instability. Should Israel entrench formally into the West Bank, it will most likely institutionalise inequality between its citizens and the 2.9 million Palestinians in the West Bank. Under these circumstances of structured inequality, “Greater Israel” – the vision held by many on Israel’s right to create a Jewish state extending from the Jordan to the Mediterranean – is most likely to face external and internal challenges. Regional and international actors – the Arab World, Russia, China and the EU – are expected to object. However, seen from Israel, the Arab world is busy with its own massive internal strife, and corners of it – mostly in the Gulf – would continue to cooperate with Israel anyway, as their fear of Iran is greater than their commitment to the Palestinians. Russia and China are perceived in Israel as pragmatic actors who respect Israeli power. They are therefore not expected to levy heavy costs on Israel, should it annex the West Bank. The EU – perhaps the most effective and vocal opponent of Israeli expansion (in part, as it is a major trade partner) – is perceived, as noted, as weaker and less effective in the era of Brexit, and the rise of right-wing populism. Indeed, although the EU is trying to balance against US policies regarding Iran and Israeli annexation, this does not seem to affect Israel’s approach.

The Trump administration is close to Israel also on account of its unilateral withdrawal from the JCPOA with Iran in May 2018. Prime Minister Netanyahu opposed the deal even before it was signed, believing it would allow Iran to eventually develop a military nuclear capability under the cover of a civilian one (which the agreement consented to, although phasing it over the course over two decades at least). The US withdrawal from the accord was in line with the Prime Minister’s position, but for now has led to an adverse result for Israelis, as Iran has resumed, as noted, elements of its nuclear programme in response to the re-adoption of sanctions by the US and the inability of the other members of the agreement to provide any financial compensation. US behaviour towards Iran in the last year sent mixed strategic messages, leading to interchanging periods of concern and elation among Israeli strategists. Israel was deeply concerned by the lack of any substantial support or response for a key regional ally following the Iranian attack on Saudi Arabian oil installations in September 2019. In January 2020, however, Israelis were elated (although they tried to distance themselves)

---

when the US assassinated Qasem Soleimani, the commander of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Al-Quds force and the main strategist behind Iran’s policy of building proxies around the region as “deterrence” assets against the enemies of the Islamic Republic.

In general, therefore, Israel does not seem to be concerned about US retrenchment. First, it is not clear that the US is indeed leaving – there are actually more US soldiers in the Middle East now than there were at the start of the Trump presidency. Second, Israelis are rather confident that the alliance with the US is deeply rooted in the US as a domestic agenda item. In any event, ideas of US offshore balancing – i.e., physical withdrawal from the region supplanted by support from afar, in part by way of arms supplies – are very similar to the current US–Israeli structure. Israel has never wanted the deployment of US forces to defend it (nor a formal alliance), among other reasons, for fear that they might constrain its actions.

On the other hand, in the fall of 2019 Israelis were somewhat anxious in face of the surprise announcement by President Trump that the US would withdraw its forces from Syria. Concerns were raised by the mercurial decision-making style of the US president, but perhaps more importantly because of the precedent of the abandonment of the Syrian Kurds, who controlled the area of Syria where US forces operated and who have been the US’s main allies against the Islamic State. Israel, which is also a close supporter of Kurdish aspirations, is concerned that elements hostile to Israel, mostly Iran and to a lesser degree Turkey, will replace the US in areas Washington leaves. To some extent, the future of the Israeli–US alliance is affected by internal politics. By early 2021 there might be new leaders in Jerusalem and Washington.

The alliance might also be affected by the trajectory of Israeli–Chinese relations. China – seen in Israel until recently as a faraway (re)emerging giant – has entered Israel’s strategic calculations. During the last decade, Israel has been experiencing a wave of Chinese investments and involvement both in Israel’s high-tech industries, as well as in infrastructure projects. For example, Chinese investors participated in 12.5 per cent of funding rounds of high-tech companies in Israel in 2018, up from 7.5 per cent in 2015. Chinese companies are also involved in developing Israel’s two large ports in the Mediterranean, Ashdod and Haifa.

The US has begun raising concerns about China’s involvement in the port of Haifa and the high-tech scene. Israel, for now, is balancing these competing pressures well. Israel has made no changes to the plans for port development. It did, however, create in October 2019 a committee to vet Chinese investments in high-tech and infrastructure – although it remains to be seen how effective this body will be.

3.2 Enter Russia

Russia’s forceful re-entry into the Middle-East, starting with the 2015 military intervention in support of Syria’s President Assad, has limited, to a certain degree, Israel’s freedom of action in the region. Russian military capabilities curb Israeli air dominance. Russian military aerial activity in Syrian skies has forced Israel to be more careful in attacking in Syria. For example, in September 2018, Russia blamed an Israeli air-force operation near Syria for having led Syrian forces to accidentally shoot down a Russian spy plane. Israel had been managing the issue rather well up until then. The Israeli air force and the Russian forces in Syria communicate on a regular basis in an effort to avoid clashes. Following the September 2018 incident, both countries further developed the coordination mechanism. Russia’s involvement in Syria offers, from an Israeli perspective, a possible future check on Iranian activities there. However, despite Russian commitments (as they were understood in Israel) to keep Iranian presence at least 80 kilometres away from Israel’s borders, various reports indicate that Iranian presence – mostly through proxies under its command – is indeed nearer to Israel. Moscow is well placed to become the mediator and possible enforcer of any future security arrangement on Israel’s northern front. This reality has forced Israel to invest considerable diplomatic resources into maintaining relations with the Kremlin. Since 2015, Prime Minister Netanyahu has visited Russia seven times. Although the Syria issue has been at the heart of the meetings, the interactions have led to the development of a somewhat broader agenda.

3.3 The Sunni–Shia competition

The third important trend that has affected Israeli regional policies is the Sunni–Shia competition. Israel hardly comments in public about this divide, or the implications it has for the Israeli state. However, there is an overlap in interests between the anti-Iran Sunni camp and Israel. Moreover, some Gulf states follow with concern US proclamations about retrenchment and are seeking alternative support. The result is a growing exchange between Israel and Gulf states. There have been a number of meetings between former senior officials in public fora, and also a small number of public visits by Saudi delegations to Israel. In January 2020, it emerged that the Israeli minister of the interior had removed some restrictions on travel by Israeli citizens to Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia has also made minor

---

48 Dan Williams, “Israel to Improve Coordination with Moscow Over Syria After Plane Crash”, in Reuters, 20 September 2018, https://reut.rs/2xEbK2e.
49 Or Heller, “IDF MID Recommends Increased Attacks Against Iran in Syria”, cit.
51 Noa Landau and Jack Khoury, “Israel Officially Allows Israelis to Travel to Saudi Arabia”, in Haaretz,
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public gestures towards Israel, such as allowing, since 2018, non-Israeli airlines to use its airspace on their way to Israel, an activity that was banned for decades. There are also reports of Israeli software exports to Saudi Arabia, mostly in the defence realm including possibly surveillance equipment. Some experts believe, for example, that the alleged Saudi hacking into the phone of Jeff Bezos in 2019, was conducted using Israeli-made spyware.

Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states are also drawn to the Israeli technology sector as part of their efforts to diversify their economies. For example, Saudi officials and Israeli companies have explored (and are possibly already cooperating) in other high-tech projects, including the construction of the Saudi high-tech city of Neom.

Israel has also strengthened its relations with other Sunni states such as Egypt, Sudan and Morocco. While not confirmed by either party, Israel is apparently helping Egypt combat Islamic State affiliates in the Sinai. According to some reports, between 2015 and January 2018 the Israeli air force intervened more than 100 times in the Egyptian Sinai upon request of the Egyptian government.

For the time being, the scope of these semi-clandestine relationships is limited. Arab governments want to wait for some public display of progress on the Israeli–Palestinian front before they can move to make their relations with Israel more public and formal. Besides, it is far from clear that Sunni (especially Gulf) concerns about Iranian designs, coupled with fear of abandonment by the US, will necessarily be translated into an alliance with Israel. They might bandwagon, i.e., try to appease Iran, rather than confront it. The United Arab Emirates' decision to withdraw from Yemen – where it was conducting a war against Iranian-supported Houthi rebels – in the summer of 2019, and a less confrontational rhetoric by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman towards Iran, are indications that such a policy shift is indeed possible.

52 Alexander Cornwell and Ari Rabinovitch, “Indian Airliner Makes History by Flying to Israel Via Saudi Airspace”, in Reuters, 22 March 2018, https://reut.rs/2Ge9ODU.
Both Iran\(^{59}\) and Russia\(^{60}\) have publicly offered Gulf security arrangements. At least the Iranian offer is – unsurprisingly – accommodating for Iran as it rejects a US presence in the region. These designs may not come to be, but Israel is in no real position to offer any serious support to the Gulf states to oppose these designs. However, Iran’s role in this context should be of some interest to Israel as it affects Iranian behaviour near Israel’s borders. Israeli analysts are expected to debate whether Iran is an inherently revisionist actor that would use a more accommodating Gulf environment to enhance its assertive activities in Syria, Lebanon and Iraq, or whether a satisfaction of Iran’s security needs in the Gulf could diminish the Iranian incentive to support its security through regional activism. Either way, security arrangements for the Gulf do not gain much attention in Israel. Similarly, little attention was paid in Israel, at least in public, to the US vision, floated in 2017, to launch an Arab NATO. This effort may seem to be aligned with Israel’s own interest to contain Iran. However, one can assume that the limited interest in Israel reflects caution about the possibility that such an alliance would actually emerge. And even if it did, it is unclear what military use it would be. Moreover, Israel traditionally prefers bilateral contacts with Arab nations rather than dealing with a wider forum that might get engaged in a “race to the bottom” regarding the relationship with Israel. Israel is always also concerned that such an alliance might become a more effective framework to challenge it, should regimes in Cairo and Riyadh change.

### 3.4 Energy: Israel and the Hellenic alliance

Beginning in the mid-2010s Israel developed a “quasi-alliance” with Greece and Cyprus.\(^{61}\) These close relationships include regular meetings of the three heads of state and government: between 2016 and 2020 the leaders have held seven formal meetings.\(^{62}\) Similar regular meetings are conducted on the ministerial level and between parliamentarians.\(^{63}\) Israel has signed agreements with Greece (2015) and Cyprus (2016) that have set the legal framework for joint military exercises. In 2017 these agreements were incorporated into Israeli law.\(^{64}\) Within this framework, the three countries conduct joint military exercises in each other’s territory. For

---

64 The laws for the implementation of the status of forces agreements with Cyprus and Greece were published in the Official Gazette No. 2671 of 23 November 2017 (in Hebrew): https://www.nevo.co.il/law_word/Law14/law-2671.pdf.
example, in 2017 Israeli forces participated in joint exercises with Cypriot forces in Cyprus and Greece.65

The alliance is driven by the centrality of Mediterranean gas to Israel’s economy. Beginning in 1999, significant natural gas discoveries were made in the Levantine basin in both Israeli and Cypriot exclusive economic zones.66 By 2018, Israel was producing more than half of its electricity by using gas. Israel, Greece and Cyprus have agreed in principle to export the gas through Greece to Europe,67 and are in the early phases of connecting their electricity infrastructure.68 There is also commercial cooperation in the energy field.69 The gas issue may serve as a basis for the development of a broader regional grouping. In early 2020, Cyprus, Greece and Israel joined an originally Egyptian initiative to create an East Mediterranean Gas Initiative, which also includes Italy, Jordan and the PA.70 While focused on a narrow economic issue, the platform can create over time closer relations on other issues. Most notably, possible security cooperation around the gas (and beyond) may evolve. The platform enjoys EU and US support.

The three countries have also grown closer as they share – to different degrees – the assessment of Turkey as a threat. Israel, once a close ally of Turkey, saw its relations with Ankara cool following a new approach in Turkish foreign policy that was seen as hostile to Israel.71 A 2010 incident in which Israeli forces killed ten Turkish activists who tried to break the maritime blockade on Gaza further strained relations.72 Turkey remains close to Hamas in Gaza. According to some reports, Turkey even allows Hamas’ military planners to operate on its territory.73

73 Bel Trew, “Israel Urges Turkey to Cut Ties with Hamas Over Allegations It Uses Country as Base to Launch Attacks”, in Independent, 18 December 2019, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/
Greece and Cyprus have long had tense relations with Turkey, mostly concerning Northern Cyprus. The gas issue has added another source of conflict, as Ankara is trying to discourage Cyprus from exploring gas in the waters off the island, as it fears that Northern Cyprus will not benefit from the discoveries. In February 2018, the Turkish navy blocked a drilling ship operated by Italian oil giant Eni, as it was trying to operate in waters south-east of Cyprus.  

In November 2019, Turkey signed an agreement with the UN-recognised government in Libya that paves the way for the deployment of Turkish forces in Libya and sets a maritime boundary between the two nations. Coupled with Turkish assertiveness in Cypriot waters, it seems that Ankara is trying to counter the Israeli–Hellenic (and possibly broader) alliance. Until now, Israel has mostly benefited from its Mediterranean quasi-alliance: it offers a regional framework in which it is welcomed and that may be expanded, as well as strategic depth of sorts. Moreover, some in Jerusalem were hoping that the new allies will be able to foster better understanding of Israel’s positions (mostly regarding the Palestinian and Iranian issues) within the institutions of the European Union. However, the growing tensions with Turkey might put the alliance to a test. Greece and Cyprus might expect an Israeli show of force towards Turkey. Israel has never committed forces to any significant task in support of an ally before, and such a move is not expected to be popular nor wise politically.

Conclusion

Israel has not traditionally participated in regional power structure and alliances. Yet, the current competition in the Middle East between pro-Iran and anti-Iran camps is leading to some cooperation with the Arab Gulf states. The cooperation has limits though. It may not satisfy the Gulf states, which may reason that Israel cannot really help them balance against Iran. Israel is also probably aware of the limited ability of the Gulf states to fully balance against Iran, though it values their role. Moreover, with no progress on the Palestinian issue, Arab countries will be hesitant to make dramatic public moves towards Israel. Israel is not expected to play a significant role in opposing a more inclusive regional arrangement if it emerges in the Gulf, although it will monitor the effect on Iran’s ability to operate near Israel.

Contrary to a decades-old approach, Israel has entered into an alliance of sorts with Greece and Cyprus. Focused on energy issues, the alliance includes also security cooperation. A more assertive Turkey in the East Mediterranean may put the alliance to a severe test. At least in part, this alliance reflects another Israeli adjustment to

---


changing reality: the state’s reliance on its gas depots in its exclusive economic zone in the Mediterranean. The alliance may also lead to the development of a broader axis around the newly formed East Mediterranean Gas Forum that includes also Egypt, Jordan and the Palestinian Authority. Italy, a founding member of the East Med Gas Forum, might also join the economic aspects of the axis, but is not expected to take part in the strategic-political side.

The close alliance with the United States is not affected, to date, by the US intention to decrease involvement in the region. Indeed, under President Trump Washington has offered unprecedented support for Israeli territorial designs in the West Bank and the Golan Heights and has become much more confrontational against Iran.

The entry of new global actors – Russia and China – into the Middle East forces Israel to invest in managing its relations with Russia, while trying to appease US pressures to limit Chinese economic activities in Israel. Israel is expected to face, to a growing degree, the need to balance its close alliance with the United States, and immediate economic and military pressures generated by China and Russia in the region. Thus far, Israel has been able to manage the tension effectively, in part due to the close relations between US President Trump and Prime Minister Netanyahu. The mercurial policies of President Trump, coupled with possible changes in power in Jerusalem and Washington, might make the balancing act far more challenging in the future.

The ongoing weakening of the states around it – Syria, Lebanon and Egypt – have created both challenges and opportunities for Israel. In this context, Israel sees stemming the influence of Iran as an immediate security challenge. Israel has grown more assertive in its efforts to confront Iran in the region, and is slowly heading towards a direct confrontation with it. Teheran’s slow relaunch of its nuclear programme, probably including its military aspects, is further adding to the possibility that the two countries will clash militarily. However, the public health challenge posed by the coronavirus has mitigated this tension in the short term as both countries are focusing inwards.

Israel continues to contain the conflict with the Palestinians through effective security control over the West Bank (partly in partnership with the Palestinian Authority), and a partial siege and naval blockade of Gaza. There are however constant concerns that a humanitarian disaster in Gaza – such as an extreme outbreak of the Coronavirus disease – will require Israeli mitigating actions. The geographical and political split in the Palestinian national movement makes Israel’s task easier. As noted, the Palestine question is also related to broader regional security arrangements.

---

The overall outcome of these changes, and Israel’s response to them, is a stronger Israel. It is not under immediate threat; its formerly hostile neighbours are either declining or committed to other conflicts. Moreover, Israel is more engaged in the region – both to the East and the West – in ways that enhance its power and influence. Israel enjoys close relations with world powers. Its most powerful ally, the US, is even supportive of Israeli territorial expansion generally rejected by the rest of the international community.

However, the current reality holds the seeds of significant instability in the medium and long term. In the medium term, there is a growing possibility of a direct Israeli–Iranian armed conflict. Israel’s increasingly aggressive approach towards Iranian aspirations in Israel’s near abroad, and a renewed Iranian nuclear programme, create the conditions for a larger conflict. Such a clash will most likely include Hezbollah and will occur on at least three fronts: Israel’s border with Lebanon, the Syrian Golan front and Israel’s home front.

The second source of future instability is Israeli designs to formally annex the West Bank or parts of it. Such a move will fundamentally alter Israel’s demographic makeup with Palestinians and Jews almost equal in numbers. It is further bound to weaken Israel’s democracy – already under strain. Israel is unlikely to offer equal legal status to its newly acquired population. Such a move is expected to create significant internal tensions between Jews who oppose the move and those who support it. It will also create the setting for future violent eruption, as the Palestinians are expected to resist such an arrangement.
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